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Cloud-based cameras 
easily controlled via app 

from your 
mobile device.



NEW!

UOVision's trail cameras are amongst 
the best on the market, and are 
associated with innovative technology, 
high quality and reassuring reliability.

UOVision has won 'Best in Test' in
several publications and social media
platforms in both Sweden and Finland.

The versatility of the cameras gives the 
user many potential uses, ranging from 
observing wildlife and gamekeeping, to 
surveillance of machinery, diesel tanks, 
the workplace, or your home and
garden. 
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Cloud/Cloud-based cameras that are managed entirely via app and/or web portal.
The app quickly receives photo and video from your camera and provides a very 
good overview of the camera's settings, structuring the images in an optimal way 
regardless of how many cameras you use.
You have full access to the camera's photos and videos and can change any 
settings via the app or web wherever you are in the world.
Installation is also simple. The camera automatically connects to the operator's 
network and by reading the camera's serial number, the camera quickly connects 
with the app! The advantages of cloud cameras to "traditional models" are:
• Very easy to install/get started with.
• All images and videos are collected in a free app and web portal that provides a 
good overview of your photos and cameras.
• Unlimited cameras can be added to each account.
• Up to 12 guest accounts can be created and 12 cameras can be shared. Perfect 
for teams, wildlife associations, government authorities and companies etc.
• Sends high-resolution images and video to the cloud service (Video applies to 
the UM785, Glory & HomeGuard models).

UM785-3G HD Cloud
The camera sends high-resolution images 
and HD video with sound recording via 
the app and web. Motion sensor response 
time of 0.6 seconds. Thanks to the modern 
GSM module, the camera transmits images 
and video quickly over the 3.75G network. 
The camera has many smart features such 
as weekly timer, time lapse, invisible IR 
flash and remote control via app. Ideal 
for monitoring wildlife, the workplace, 
machinery, stores, holiday homes, etc.                
Art nr:  90-004

Glory 4G/LTE 20mp
When you will have the best surveillance 
features! Glory has a genuine 4G/ LTE 
module with a 20mp sensor that delivers 
high quality photos and HD videos directly 
to your mobile. Managed entirely via app 
and / or web portal. 
Thanks to the modern GSM module, camera 
images and video transmit quickly over 
the 4G network (also works with 2- & 3G). 
Timers, invisible IR flash and remote control 
via the app are just a few examples of  
Glory's smart features. Ideal for monitoring 
wild game, workplaces and machinery, 
storage, etc.
Art Nr:  90-060

UM595-3G Cloud
Sends high quality pictures quickly via the 
app and web.
Invisible IR flash, timer and time lapse 
options, remote control via app or web. 
Motion sensor response time of 0.9 
seconds. The app is available for both 
iOS and android. Perfect for monitoring 
wildlife or game, machinery, storage etc.
Art nr: 90-067

HomeGuard W1 WiFi 
A camera that builds on the same basic 
concept as other UOVision models but is 
developed with features that focus more on 
home, office, workplace monitoring etc. The 
biggest difference with other wireless cameras 
from UOVision is that HomeGuard uses WiFi 
networks to send photo and video instead of 
mobile network (GSM). You can easily connect 
HomeGuard to, for example, the workplace or 
the home's existing Wifi network and with no 
additional network costs for the camera.
Art nr: 90-035
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Cloud/App-models
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UM785-3G HD 
A very popular model and multiple test 
winner. The camera sends very high 
resolution images to your email address 
or mobile number. Also sends video clips 
in FullHD resolution with audio recording 
to your email. Thanks to the modern GSM 
module, the camera transmits images and 
video quickly over the 3.75G network. 
The camera has many smart features such 
as weekly timer, invisible IR flash, remote 
control via APP or SMS. Ideal for monitoring 
the workplace, machines, stores, holiday 
homes, wildlife or game etc. 
Art nr:  90-050B 

Traditional models that send images to mobile numbers via MMS or photos and video 
clips to email address (video applies to UM785). All models send high quality pictures.
The test winner UM785 sends both video clips and high-resolution photos and has 
most of the features you can wish for in a Trail Camera. It is a great favorite among 
individuals, authorities and companies.

UM595-2G
A very affordable model 
from UOVision, the camera 
sends pictures to your 
email or mobile telephone. 
Features include Invisible 
IR flash, remote control via 
app or SMS etc. Bluetooth 
APP for easy programming, 
especially if you have 
several cameras in your 
monitoring network.
Art nr: 10-019B

Non-sending Models

MMS & E-mail-models

UOVision LTA
A simple but very practical 
alarm. LTA is a so-called 
magnetic alarm - when the 
magnet detaches from the 
alarm, LTA sends an SMS to your 
mobile phone. You can call the 
alarm and listen to see if you 
hear sounds or voices. Works 
great as an alarm on doors or a 
vehicle.       Art nr: 205-001

"The 
Uovision 
UM785 does 
not have 
a single 
obvious 
technical 
defect."

UM595-3G 
Test winner in Allt Om Jakt & 
Vapen, Dec 2016. Sends high 
quality pictures to email and 
mobile telephone. Invisible 
IR flash, remote control via 
app or SMS etc. Perfect for 
monitoring wildlife or game, 
machines, storage etc.
Art nr: 10-008B

UV595 Extreme HD  
Takes quality, high resolution images up to 12MP. FullHD 
video quality with sound recording. Invisible IR flash. A 
popular model, perfect if you want to monitor a site that is 
exposed to eg vandalism, theft etc.
A very popular model in Sweden.
Art nr: 90-052B

UV785 HD  
High quality picture resolution. FullHD video 
quality with sound recording. Motif program for 
optimized photography. Weekly timer, Invisible 
IR flash. 
UV785 HD, for when you want the best picture 
quality and most features. Perfect for monitoring 
in a variety of areas.
Art nr: 90-051B

UV557 mini  
Ideal if you want to be extra discreet with 
monitoring. The camera has a very small format 
and is easy to place. Perfect if you want to 
monitor a site that is exposed to eg vandalism, 
theft.
Art nr: 90-077A

NEW!

Cameras that store video clips and photos on a memory card, perfect for 
monitoring and documenting what's happening on a particular site.
It is a good complement to a cloud camera if you want to quickly have pictures on 
the phone or computer but also film events at the camera site.

Accessories:



Adjustable Bracket 
Bracket that fits most cameras on the market. 
Facilitates the installation of the camera both 
on house, wall or on a tree. Adjustable in 360 
degrees. 
Art nr: 90-068

Antenna 3m kabel
Extension antenna for GSM / GPRS / 2G / 3G 
network. 39cm long antenna with 3 meter cable 
and adjustable bracket included. Amplifies 5dbi.                  
Art nr: 90-055

Antenna 39cm
Extension antenna for GSM / GPRS / 2G / 3G 
network. 39cm long antenna adjustable 90 degrees 
& rotatable in 360 degrees. Power 50w, amplifies 
3dbi.           Art nr: 90-086

Mounting Strap
Original strap for mounting on 
trees, poles etc.
Art nr: 90-098

SanDisk SDHC 16GB
A memory card that holds a lot! High quality and 
well proven in surveillance cameras.
Art nr: 90-031

Power Cable 6V 
External power cable, to connect the camera to a more 
powerful 6 volt battery to increase battery life. The 
cable has a length of 2 meters. NOTE! cable and camera 
use a voltage of 6 volts.        Art nr: 90-036

Power Cable 
12v > 6V 
This cable allows you to use an external 12 
volt recreational battery. The cable converts 12 
volts to 6 volts.   Art nr: 90-094

Battery 6v 12AH
Maintenance-free closed battery & automatic 
valve controlled. The battery is charged with a 
6 volt charger with a maximum charge of 3.6 A.
The battery is CE-approved and manufactured 
to the ISO9001 standard.
Art nr: 90-090

Batteri 6v 12AH
Uovision kraftfull batteriladdare som snabbt laddar upp 
ditt externa 6 voltsbatteri. Batteriladdaren är idealisk 
för laddning av batterier på en kapacitet mellan 4.5Ah - 
12Ah (6V)

Art nr: 90-091

Security Casing 
A safety case for the 595 & 785 cameras. Made 
of solid steel plate. Mounted with screws or 
straps on different surfaces.
785-nr: 90-062 
595-nr:  90-021 

Energizer 
Ultimate Lithium AA   
Innovative improvements make this AA battery 
the world's longest-running battery. - Stable 
performance in extreme temperatures, from -40 ° 
C to + 60 ° C. Up to 11 times longer than alkaline 
batteries. Designed with leakage protection. Sold 
in 4 pack.       
Art nr: LAA4

Accessories:

Weather Shield
Protects against rain, snow and debris. Made of tough, 
UV-resistant plastic. Easyily mounted.
Art nr: 90-119
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Power 
Adaptor 220v
If you have access to 220V power then this AC 
adaptor is a very useful accessory. Perfect to 
use at home, at work, holiday home, garage 

etc.  Art nr: 90-054
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